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Physicist challenges traditional concepts on relativity
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SAN FRANCISCO — Light holds 
ie ultimate speed record of all

gan trackingllut fogs in the universe - or does it? 
according to For 75 years, most physicists have 

nerally interpreted Albert Ein- 
-d plane locate! ein’s special theory of relativity as 

[eluding a faster-than-light effect. 
However, recent experiments in 

gents — onetn; irticle physics have raised puzzling 
tiations — deps jestions in which separate subato- 
82-footCoaslG; ic particles exhibit apparently in- 
pt the shrimps antaneous coinimmication.
Waller and{; A recent article in the journal Sci- 
the ice lockers! jtific American says five of eight 
lined on deck icent experiments in the field of 

. , .luantum mechanics point in the
Id down there i 0f this phenomenon.

JI1] • f t " Maverick physicist Jack Sarfatti, a 
:ncl said there si 9(]erin die “new physics,” says this 
md he wasnts ;n0 surprise to him. Sarfatti, 40, 
dto make himts ^gpmtjes to show that not only 

3 . ocs a superluminal — beyond light 
the Point Neil . channel of communication exist, 
ed the Easy nil u( t|iat mankind can harness it and 
led and begant cap (jeneRts that are now only 

reamed of.
rd tracked [hell "Almost all physicists think that 
■break whenu kind of faster-than-light com- 
tablished. All fonication violates Eisntein’s 
illed alongsidti ieory or relativity,” he says. "I'm 
rands came ort Wthat isn ' correct, 
gents boarded: lm saying they have not looked 
ive minutes k Irefully at what Einstein’s theory is 
iry aboard then c,uallV sayin8 when >'ou include 

ilantum theory. When Einstein de- 
eloped relativity in 1905, quantum 

and two Cm beory was just coining along. ”
;ht the EasyRi! “What I’ve succeeded in doing is 

accompanidl sing group theory, which is the 
mdsbury abosri eepest mathematical expression of 
Point Newell) bequantum mechanics, which gives 
2 patrol, a Ga deejicr conception of what geomet- 
said. y means. What I’ve been able to

bow recently is that when you look 
it Einstein’s theory from this deeper 

j 1^1 -f-ri oint of view it has the faster-than- 
1. J.X lO ight effect in it.”

Part of the reason Sarfatti has trou- 
ile getting physicists to “bother to 
ead’his work is that he is a dropout 
rom academia — he taught at the 
University of California, San Diego 

iry personnel, -isslow to admit his mistakes and 
<ets were setuj eads an admitted "bohemian exist- 
at 12:30a.m.Si in San Francisco’s North 
laintenancefad hanging out in espresso cof- 
:s inthecity.l be houses and working on his 
ere scheduled |eories or talking with a small group 
est counters if followers.
Orleansandpa ..Particle physicist Henry Stapp of 
erved by thea jfe University of California’s Lawr

ence Berkeley Laboratory, says 
in good spirits 'quantum mechanics does seem to 

anion negotiate JSljuire some superluminal connec- 
linginandgira [bif but he says Sarfatti’s earlier 

ideas on the subject "were complete- 
union was dr b witbout merit” and they argued for 

s and flightatle: fyear before Sarfatti admitted it.
• the picketlix , Stapp and Brian Josephson of 
nope theywod Cambridge University, the/youngest 
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also say the faster-than-light effect 
may be linked to what Hosephson 
calls “the higher abilities of man”. In 
other words, paranormal powers 
such as ESP, telepathy and precog
nition.

But they disagree with Sarfatti 
that the effect is controllable.

"I say I think we can also use it,” 
responds Sarfatti. “It involves some
thing called the reciprocity principle 
of Hermann VVeyl and something 
called Young patterns. There’s not

much more I can say without getting 
mathematical but there is something 
in the group theory approach to 
quantum mechanics which indicates 
to me that that’s the clue to how to 
control this superluminal effect.”

Sarfatti’s computations are based 
on the mathematical ideas of “group 
theory” as formulated by German 
mathematician Felix Klein at Erlan- 
ger University in 1872.

“In other words what I’m saying is 
that I now have a quantum mecha

nical extension of Einstein’s theory 
of relativity which shows in a very 
clear way to a mathematical physicist 
who would bother to read it — and 
there are a lot of physicists who don’t 
want to even know it because it 
seems like it’s breaking dogma — 
that actually when Einstein’s theory 
is properly formulated in this bigger 
frame of reference it has this faster- 
than-light effect right there at the 
very basis of it.

“So I’m not contradicting relativ
ity, I’m actually extending it,” says 
Sarfatti, who adds that the super
luminal effect may be at “the very 
basis of the physical mechanism of

our consciousness.
“Once one understands that, then 

a lot of the controversy over paranor
mal phenomena has to be looked at 
afresh from this richer quantum 
mechanical geometry that is able to 
account for these weird kinds of tele
pathic or precognitive effects that 
people have reported through the 
centuries and on which there is a lot

of good data,” Sarfatti says. “That all 
begins to make sense within the 
framework of modern quantum phy
sics including Einstein’s theory 
when it’s properly explained. Its a 
world view shift.”
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If you bought a new textbook

YOU BLEW ST!
USED TEXTBOOKS ARE OUR BUSINESS.

, - Come on in and check our supply.

ggie BOOK Store
327 UNIVERSITY "Shop us first” 8:00-5:30

MSC TOWN HALL 
PRESENTS

HAVE YOU META- Cajr. N£W 
PHYSICIST?

^ /

Enroll now

SPEED READING
at Texas A&M University

Learn: Skimming, Scanning, Study 
Skills and Text Reading

h Spring Class: January 21-March 7 
■ Time: M W F 11:00-12:00 or 12:00-1:00 
I Non Credit
| For more information call: 845-6811 
| Register at The Reading Lab -

718 Harrington Tower

Fee: $60.00
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ERNEST LAWSON NA (1873-1939). “Hills of Winter" 1927. 25x30 inches. Oil on canvas.

TRILOGY: PART II

EIGHT AMERICAN IMPRESSIONISTS
From the collection of J. W. Runyon, '35

January 15 through February 17, 1980

OPENING RECEPTION
4:00-6:00 pm, Tuesday, January 15 

First Floor Sterling C. Evans Library 
Group tours available 

by appointment at 845-1914
This exhibition is sponsored by Texas A&M University Art Exhibits and the Memorial

Student Center Directorate.

So says the VA... BUGS BUNNY by 
RALPH and AL STUFFEL
EHH-.DID VA KNOW 

THAT OUTPATieNT 
TREATMENT IS 

AVAILABLE- PER 
ELIGIBLE „ 
VETERANS ? IRA LEVIN S

DEATHTRAP
Scenery by Costumes by Lighting by

WILLIAM RITMAN RUTH MORLEY MARC B. WEISS
Original New York Production Directed by

ROBERT MOORE
Restaged by

PHILIP CUSACK
‘SEEING ‘DEATHTRAP’ IS LIKE A RIDE ON A GOOD 
ROLLER-COASTER WHEN THE SCREAMS AND LAUGHS 
MINGLE TO FORM AN ENJOYABLE HYSTERIA!”

— Jack Kroll, Newsweek

Sat. Feb. 2 8:15
Rudder Auditorium

Contact: nearest: VA office 
[check your phone book] or 
a local veterans group.

Back to 
School

Tickets Info. MSC Box Office 
Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3

G.P. 4.50 5.50 6.50
Std. 2.75 4.00 5.25
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Sale Woodstone Shopping Center 
907 Harvey Rd.

Hwy. 30
MEWS RUNNING «fc TRAINING SHOES

Adidas Rom 
Adidas Vienna 
Adidas Dragon 
Adidas Squire 
Tiger Arrow 
Tiger Montreal II
Saucony 1980 Trainer — Blue & Tan 
Saucony Hornet

Nike Liberator 
Etonic Stabilizer 
New Balance 320 
Adidas Dragon (Biege) 
Adidas Lady TRX 
Saucony MS Graipper

Reg.
30.95
28.95
24.95
21.95
41.95
35.95
29.95

' 21.95
LADIES RUNNING SHOES

39.95
39.95
29.95
23.95
32.95
24.95

MENS TENNIS & BASKETBALL SHOES
Adidas Rod Laver Super 33.95
Adidas Promodel 48.95
Adidas Superstar 43.95
Converse Pro Canvas Hi 26.95
Kaeda 21.95

LADIES TENNIS COURT SHOES
Fred Perry - Reg. & Narrow Size 23.95
Tretorn 23.95
Kaepa 19.95
Adidas Love Set 28.95

'SPECIAL GROUP OF SHOES ON CLOSE OUT AT LOW PRICES.
All Warm-Ups 20% 

Sale 16.95
All Ski Wear 25% Off

100% Acrylic Warm Up Jackets

Sale
25.95
23.95
19.95
16.95
36.95
30.95
24.95
16.95

34.95
34.95
24.95
18.95
26.95
19.95

28.95
42.95
48.95
21.95
10.95

18.95
18.95
10.95
21.95

Off
Reg. 25.95
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